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Introduction

Music industry – state of the art

Music creation and distribution have been dramatically changed by technology since
2000. Creating music no longer requires a team of producers and audio engineers;
virtually anyone can start with inexpensive software.

Similarly, distributing music no longer requires factories that produce physical records
and retail relationships for getting those records into stores; music platforms have
enabled artists to distribute their creations on their own. Though redundant in the age of
digital distribution, the network of intermediaries and middlemen that formed in the early
days of recorded music persists, thriving on the back of artists and curators while the
mechanics of value transfer and accrual are still largely obfuscated [1].

In 2017, the music industry generated $ 43 billion in revenue but only 12% of that made
its way to artists [2]. As points of comparison, NFL players capture at least 47% of the
revenue generated by the entire NFL [3].

The revenue distribution is even worse for all the independent musicians, which in the US
have annual median revenue between 20.000 $ and 25.000 $ [4].

Problems within Music Industry

Not only is there income disparity, but there are also underpaid musicians and selfish
middlemen in the music industry, demonstrating an outmoded business model that hasn't
yet caught up to the blockchain revolution.

The music industry's legal, publishing, and payment mechanisms only work effectively for
the top artists and businesses, leaving the bulk of artists and enterprises in unsustainable
situations. The underlying music industry processes haven't changed much since the days
when making professional music was highly specialized, resource intensive, expensive,
and time consuming, and hence only accessible to the well-heeled and industry elite via
restricted long-term recording deals.
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Do Ecosystem

To help artists with these and other problems, we introduced DoEcosystem, a
decentralized music environment built with blockchain infrastructure and other
decentralized protocols.

The Do Ecosystem will allow artists not only to distribute the creations and get paid
directly from their fans, but also to empower their work and create new income streams.
In this way our ecosystem will do what others protocols don’t do: Truly disrupt the actual
music industry logics and old dynamics.

Early Stages Version

An early version of DoEcosystem will be comprised of the following components:

1. An efficient token economy powered by the Melodity™ token ($MELD)
2. An efficient internal token economy powered by the MelodityBeats token ($MELB),

the native currency of the BeatsChain
3. A proprietary custom blockchain BeatsChain
4. A decentralized environment of music streaming platforms, music contest

platforms, music dapps, NFT marketplaces
5. An offline environment of NGOs, Events and a huge artist community that are

individually and collectively involved in creating music, distributing music and
growing communities

6. A discovery protocol for users to efficiently query metadata
7. A decentralized storage solution and ledger for sharing audio and metadata
8. A decentralized governance protocol
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Melodity™

Melodity™ the first protocol of the DoEcosystem aims to change how independent
musicians earn revenue from their creations giving them the freedom to monetize while
increasing their visibility in the musical scene.

Melodity™ can ensure this via unique protocols where listeners and artists are strictly
linked together:

● Artists shouldn’t create music and sit there waiting, they are a key part of the
protocol as we think that an artist to grow stronger needs to listen to other’s
creations.

● Listeners are encouraged not to always listen to their favourite songs and genres
but to always look forward and discover new artists, songs and genres.

● Artists are incentivized to create new music, always better, because in the entire
ecosystem they will find proficient logics and demand for their creations.

Vision
Our vision is to bring old fashioned music industry to the 21st century connecting it to the
awesome world of blockchain technology and decentralization.

Mission

Our mission is to change how independent musicians earn revenue from their creations
giving them the freedom to monetize while increasing their visibility in the musical scene.
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Melodity™ Tokenomics

Melodity™ token ($MELD)

Melodity™ token (ticker $MELD) is a DeFi token hosted on the Binance Smart Chain
(BSC). It is the store of value for the environment acting as a share token.

Melodity™ tokens have a fixed and immutable supply of 1 billion units.

MELD is the only currency publicly tradable of the environment.

Melodity™ official smart contract address is located at:
0x13E971De9181eeF7A4aEAEAA67552A6a4cc54f43
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Melodity™ Distribution

Melodity™ distribution will vary on time based on the usage and actions taken by the
community and Do Inc..

The initial distribution is shown in the following chart.

As the development proceeds, the pre ICO and the ICO funds will be sold.

If any of the pre ICO funds are left unused they will be moved to the ICO wallet.
If any of the ICO funds are left unsold they will be moved to the Bridge wallet.
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BeatsChain

Our custom blockchain

One of the main features of the DoEcosystem is its proprietary blockchain. But why have
we chosen to create a custom blockchain?

The answer for us is pretty simple, a custom blockchain gives us and the community
complete control over the features implemented, how they are implemented and most
important which and how high are the network fees.

But why do we want to control the network fees?

This is another good question. Fees are one of the most important parts of a blockchain
as they avoid spamming and abuse of the functionality of the blockchain itself, this is why
every major blockchain has fees and the Beats chain makes no difference.

We want control over the network fees because for us is important that the environment
is simple and easy to access for everyone, not only for those who know how the
cryptocurrencies world works, this means that no funds must be bought before using the
platforms to pay for the network fees nor a wallet is needed as it is incorporated into the
environment itself.

What we’re building is a SaaS (Software as a Service) environment powered by
blockchains, cryptocurrencies and decentralization that can be used literally by anyone.
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MelodityBeats ($MELB)

The Beats chain is powered by the Substrate framework [5], a super-powerful framework
that eases the development of custom blockchains through the usages of composable
modules.

The native currency of the Beats chain is the MelodityBeats (ticker $MELB) or Beats for
short. Beats are used all around the environment and cannot be publicly traded, there is
one tradable pair only, the one with Melodity™.

Changing Beats to Melodity™ can be done only through the specifically built bridge.
Going back to the Substrate framework one of its best functionality is the possibility to
update the blockchain using only a soft-fork.

Soft-forks are different from standard blockchains hard-fork (like the one on the Ethereum
blockchain) where nodes actors must upgrade their nodes reinstalling a completely new
version of the software. A soft-fork simply uses a blockchain functionality to upgrade all
the nodes runtime without the need to download any new software or stop the nodes.
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DoDuet Platform

DoDuet is a decentralized streaming and contest platform, the first platform of the entire
DoEcosystem, and has a unique revenue program that encourages artists and listeners to
actively interact, publish creations, listen to other’s tracks, and always discover new
possibilities.

For us is important the platforms and dapps of the entire environment are simple and
easy to access for everyone, not only for those who know how the cryptocurrencies world
works, this means that the user experience inside will be the optimized, even more than
the one, this because we have truly in mind our main targets, musicians and fans.

DoDuet ensure this via a unique protocol where listeners and artists are strictly linked
together:

● Artists shouldn’t create music and sit there waiting, they are a key part of the
protocol as we think that an artist to grow stronger needs to listen to other’s
creations.

● Listeners are encouraged not to always listen to their favourite songs and
genres but to always look forward and discover new artists, songs and genres.

A brief explanation of how the protocol platform works:

● Musicians create their music and export their creations in mp3 format.
● Musicians upload one or more of their creations to one of the platforms, the

track is then encoded and stored.
● A unique NFT gets created and assigned to the musician ().

Now a musician can stop his trip here, he can publish his track or keep it private.
If the track is published it gets listed on the platforms and becomes available for users
listening.

Additionally, a musician can proceed with the second phase of the protocol as follows:

● A musician participates in the weekly track election with one or more of his
tracks.
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● Listeners are encouraged to listen and assign a vote to the tracks listed in the
weekly election as they receive a prize.

● At the end of each week, the top 3 most voted tracks owner receives a prize
based on their position on the leaderboard.

Track elections

Musicians may participate with one or more of their tracks (or better saying NFT
associated with a track) in the weekly election, to participate in the election a
participation fee of 1000 MELB must be paid.
The paid fee will constitute the election prize awarded to the top three tracks.

Prizes will be awarded as follow:
● First classified receives 40% of the prize
● Second classified receives 25% of the prize
● Third classified receives 10% of the prize
● 15% of the prize is kept as a platform fee
● 10% of the prize goes to the treasury pot

Each time a listener listens and then votes for a track, assigning it a rating ranging from 0
to 10, he will be awarded 100 MELB.
Listeners can vote a track only one time per election and the vote cannot be changed, for
each voted track the defined prize will be awarded to the user.

The leaderboard is computed on a vote by vote basis, this means that each time a vote is
received the leaderboard gets automatically updated. An important thing to note is that
the leaderboard is computed based on the total amount of votes, not on average.

Each week musicians that want to participate again in the election must pay again the
participation fee, there is no limit on the number of tracks a user can participate in an
election or the number of elections a track can participate in.
Artists producing tracks may listen to other’s tracks to receive the listening prize and keep
enjoying the benefits of the track election.
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BeatsChain Specifications

Consensus

Why do we need consensus?

Consensus is a method for agreeing to a shared state. For the state of the blockchain to
continue to build and move forward, all nodes in the network must agree and come to a
consensus. It is the way that the nodes in a decentralized network can stay synced with
each other. Without consensus for the decentralized network of nodes in a blockchain,
there is no way to ensure that the state one node believes is true will be shared by the
other nodes. Consensus aims to provide the objective view of the state amid participants
who each have their subjective views of the network. It is the process by which these
nodes communicate and come to an agreement, and can build new blocks.

What are PoW and PoS?

Proof of Work (PoW) and Proof of Stake (PoS) have been inaccurately used as shorthand
to refer to consensus mechanisms of blockchains, but that does not capture the full
picture. PoW is the method for agreeing on a block author and part of the fuller
Nakamoto consensus that also encompasses a chain selection algorithm (longest chain
rule in Bitcoin). Similarly, PoS is a set of rules for selecting the validator set and does not
specify a chain selection rule or how a chain might reach finality. PoS algorithms have
traditionally been paired with an algorithm for coming to Byzantine agreement between
nodes. For example, Tendermint is a practical Byzantine fault-tolerant algorithm that uses
PoS as its validator set selection method.

Why not Proof of Work?

Although simple and effective in coming to a decentralized consensus on the next block
producer, proof of work with Nakamoto consensus consumes an incredible amount of
energy, has no economic or provable finality, and has no effective strategy in resisting
cartels.

Probabilistic vs. provable finality

A pure Nakamoto consensus blockchain that runs PoW is only able to achieve the notion
of probabilistic finality and reach eventual consensus. Probabilistic finality means that
under some assumptions about the network and participants if we see a few blocks
building on a given block, we can estimate the probability that it is final.
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Eventual consensus means that at some point in the future, all nodes will agree on the
truthfulness of one set of data. This eventual consensus may take a long time and will
not be able to be determined how long it will take ahead of time. However, finality
gadgets such as GRANDPA (GHOST-based Recursive ANcestor Deriving Prefix
Agreement) or Ethereum's Casper FFG (the Friendly Finality Gadget) are designed to give
stronger and quicker guarantees on the finality of blocks - specifically, that they can never
be reverted after some process of Byzantine agreements has taken place. The notion of
irreversible consensus is known as provable finality.

Hybrid Consensus

There are two protocols we use when we talk about the consensus protocol of the Beats
chain, GRANDPA and BABE (Blind Assignment for Blockchain Extension). We talk about
both of these because the Beats chain uses what is known as hybrid consensus. Hybrid
consensus splits up the finality gadget from the block production mechanism.
This is a way of getting the benefits of probabilistic finality (the ability to always produce
new blocks) and provable finality (having a universal agreement on the canonical chain
with no chance for reversion) in the Beats chain. It also avoids the corresponding
drawbacks of each mechanism (the chance of unknowingly following the wrong fork in
probabilistic finality, and a chance for "stalling" - not being able to produce new blocks -
in provable finality). By combining these two mechanisms, the Beats chain allows for
blocks to be rapidly produced, and the slower finality mechanism to run in a separate
process to finalize blocks without risking slower transaction processing or stalling.
Hybrid consensus has been proposed in the past. Notably, it was proposed (now defunct)
as a step in Ethereum's transition to proof of stake in EIP 1011, which specified Casper
FFG.
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BABE

BABE (Blind Assignment for Blockchain Extension) is the block production mechanism
that runs between the validator nodes and determines the authors of new blocks. BABE
is comparable as an algorithm to Ouroboros Praos, with some key differences in chain
selection rule and slot time adjustments. BABE assigns block production slots to
validators according to stake and using the Beats chain randomness cycle.

Validators in the Beats chain will participate in a lottery in every slot that will tell them
whether or not they are the block producer candidate for that slot. Slots are discrete units
of time, nominally 6 seconds in length. Because of this randomness mechanism, multiple
validators could be candidates for the same slot. Other times, a slot could be empty,
resulting in inconsistent block time.
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Multiple Validators per Slot

When multiple validators are block producer candidates in a given slot, all will produce a
block and broadcast it to the network. At that point, it's a race. The validator whose block
reaches most of the network first wins. Depending on network topology and latency, both
chains will continue to build in some capacity, until finalization kicks in and amputates a
fork. See Fork Choice below for how that works.

No Validators in Slot

When no validators have rolled low enough in the randomness lottery to qualify for block
production, a slot can remain seemingly blockless. We avoid this by running a secondary,
round-robin style validator selection algorithm in the background. The validators selected
to produce blocks through this algorithm always produce blocks, but these secondary
blocks are ignored if the same slot also produces a primary block from a VRF-selected
validator. Thus, a slot can have either a primary or a secondary block, and no slots are
ever skipped.

GRANDPA: Finality gadget

GRANDPA (GHOST-based Recursive ANcestor Deriving Prefix Agreement) is the finality
gadget that is implemented for the Beats chain Relay Chain.
It works in a partially synchronous network model as long as 2/3 of the nodes are honest
and can cope with 1/5 Byzantine nodes in an asynchronous setting.
A notable distinction is that GRANDPA reaches agreements on chains rather than blocks,
greatly speeding up the finalization process, even after long-term network partitioning or
other networking failures.
In other words, as soon as more than 2/3 of validators attest to a chain containing a
certain block, all blocks leading up to that one are finalized at once.
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Fork Choice

Bringing BABE and GRANDPA together, the fork choice of the Beats chain becomes clear.
BABE must always build on the chain that has been finalized by GRANDPA. When there
are forks after the finalized head, BABE provides probabilistic finality by building on the
chain with the most primary blocks.

In the above image, the black blocks are finalized, and the yellow blocks are not. Blocks
marked with a "1" are primary blocks; those marked with a "2" are secondary blocks. Even
though the topmost chain is the longest chain on the latest finalized block, it does not
qualify because it has fewer primaries at the time of evaluation than the one below it.
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$MELB - Specifications

Tokenomics

The Beats chain is an inflationary network, where new MELB gets minted each time a
user listens and vote for a track. Stacking capabilities also increase the amount of
circulating MELB, this is why to avoid exponential growth of the supply of MELB
deflationary functionalities must be added. Expanding the word deflationary we mean
functionalities requesting fees that will be burned permanently reducing the circulating
amount of MELB.

Some of the most important deflationary functionalities are:
● Treasury burns:

25% of the amount stored in the treasury will be burned each day, this means that
if no spending proposals exist, for every transaction of day 1, an average of 6.25%
of the fee taken will be burned on day 2.
As the treasury burn runs every day the number of funds in the pot will always
reduce itself depending on the volume of the days before.

● NFT mint:
For most NFTs to be minted a fee must be paid, in the case of the track registration
the fee paid is 1500 MELB. All the fees paid for minting NFTs are immediately
burned.

As functionalities extend more and more deflationary methods will be introduced further
speeding up the rate of MELB burn.
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Tracks & NFTs

NFTs

The Beats chain natively supports NFTs. As multiple types of NFT may exist at the same
time NFTs are divided into classes, each class is identified by a name and possibly a ticker
included in the name. Single NFTs are always minted under a specific NFT class. There is
virtually no limit to the number of NFT classes that can be created.

In the beginning, only a class of NFTs exists, the “Melodity™ Track - MELT” this is used to
represent the tracks uploaded by musicians.

Each of the NFT classes may require the payment of a fee to mint a new NFT, or in some
specific cases, only some entities may mint an NFT. The price required for the minting of a
MELT is 1500 MELB, to avoid spamming the mint is not a fee-less functionality.

NFTs and specifically MELT are needed to participate in some of the most important
features of the Beats chain.

All the funds required for NFTs minting will be burned reducing the total supply of MELB.
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Skynet

One of the most important problems we’re facing while developing the Do Labs
environment is how and where will be the track stored?

After a lot of research, we have found a solution that is both efficient and elegant and
also maintain the focus on decentralization. We have chosen to rely on the Sia blockchain
[6] to store all the tracks in a decentralized manner.

One of the Sia projects is Skynet, the one we rely on. What is best of Skynet is that, as
stated in the official documentation “Skynet was designed to make the benefits of Sia
available across the web. It lets users store and access data on the Sia network without
worrying about Siacoins or blockchains.” This is why Skynet fits perfectly in our protocol
definitions.

All tracks uploaded to the platforms are encoded with AES-256-CBC and then uploaded
to Skynet. Once any of the tracks are requested the raw file is retrieved from Skynet,
decoded and sent back to the user requesting it. This makes also the storage of the tracks
decentralized, actually decentralizing the largest possible part of the whole environment.
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Melodity™ Bridge

Different dialects, same language

Blockchain bridges enable interoperability between vastly different networks, such as
Bitcoin and Ethereum, and between one parent blockchain and its child chain, called a
sidechain, which either operates under different consensus rules or inherits its security
from the parent blockchain. This interoperability could include the transfer of tokens,
data, and even smart-contract instructions between independent platforms, allowing
users to:

● Deploy digital assets hosted on one blockchain to dapps on another
● Conduct fast, low-cost transactions of tokens hosted on otherwise less scalable

chains
● Execute dapps across more than one platform

While some blockchain bridges are centralized, others preserve the all-important
decentralization that helps ensure the security and openness of DeFi protocols.
The bridge between the Beats chain and the Binance smart chain is not a full bridge
between the two blockchains it is instead a truncated, one-way bridge between one of
the Beats chain currencies, the Melodity™ Beats (MELB), and one of the tokens hosted on
the Binance smart chain, Melodity™ (MELD).
This bridge is not decentralized because of the strict correlation between the currencies.

The bridge acts exactly like a standard bridge between blockchains except for the fact
that it is not a transfer of the same currency from one blockchain to another it is instead
an exchange between Melodity™ Beats (MELB) and Melodity™ (MELD).
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From $MELB to $MELD

The first side of the bridge is included in the functionalities of the Beats chain, it keeps
track of the available amount of Melodity™ (MELD) and the number of Melodity™ Beats
(MELB).
Once an exchange is requested the change rate is computed using the following formula:

The amount of Melodity™ (MELD) to transfer is computed using the previous change rate,
a network fee is internally kept to pay for the transfer on the Binance smart chain.
The conversion uses the following formula:

Once the conversion is accepted the amount of Melodity™ Beats (MELB) to convert is
burned and the Melodity™ (MELD) available supply is reduced.
The acceptance of the conversion fires a blockchain event, this triggers the transfer of the
funds from the bridge wallet on the Binance smart chain to the user wallet.
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Governance

Council

To represent passive stakeholders, Beats chain introduces the idea of a "council". The
council is an on-chain entity comprising several actors, each represented as an on-chain
account. On the Beats chain, the council currently consists of 10 members. The council is
composed of the four founders plus the top six MELD holders. Every six months the six
additional members may change based on the top holders.

Along with controlling the treasury, the council is called upon primarily for three tasks of
governance: proposing sensible referenda, cancelling uncontroversially dangerous or
malicious referenda, electing the technical committee.

For a referendum to be proposed by the council, a strict majority of members must be in
favour, with no member exercising a veto. Vetoes may be exercised only once by a
member for any single proposal; if, after a cool-down period, the proposal is resubmitted,
they may not veto it a second time.

Council motions which pass with a 3/5 (60%) super-majority - but without reaching
unanimous support - will move to a public referendum under a neutral, majority-carries
voting scheme. In the case that all members of the council vote in favour of a motion, the
vote is considered unanimous and becomes a referendum with negative adaptive quorum
biasing.
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Bounties

There are practical limits to Council Members curation capabilities when it comes to
treasury proposals: Council members likely do not have the expertise to make a proper
assessment of the activities described in all proposals. Even if individual Councillors have
that expertise, it is highly unlikely that a majority of members are capable of such diverse
topics.

Bounties Spending proposals aim to delegate the curation activity of spending proposals
to experts called Curators: they can be defined as addresses with the agency over a
portion of the treasury to fix a bug or vulnerability, develop a strategy, or monitoring a set
of tasks related to a specific topic: all for the benefit of the Beats chain ecosystem.

A proposer can submit a bounty proposal for the council to pass, with a curator to be
defined later, whose background and expertise is such that they are capable of
determining when the task is complete. Curators are selected by the council after the
bounty proposal passes, and need to add an upfront payment to take the position. This
deposit can be used to punish them if they act maliciously. However, if they are successful
in their task of getting someone to complete the bounty work, they will receive their
deposit back and part of the bounty reward.

When submitting the value of the bounty, the proposer includes a reward for curators
willing to invest their time and expertise in the task: this amount is included in the total
value of the bounty. In this sense, the curator's fee can be defined as the result of
subtracting the value paid to the bounty rewardee from the total value of the bounty.

In general terms, curators are expected to have a well-balanced track record related to
the issues the bounty tries to resolve: they should be at least knowledgeable on the
topics the bounty touches, and show project management skills or experience. These
recommendations ensure effective use of the mechanism. A Bounty spending is a reward
for a specified body of work - or specified set of objectives - that needs to be executed for
a predefined treasury amount to be paid out. The responsibility of assigning a payout
address once the specified set of objectives is completed is delegated to the curator.
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After the council has activated a bounty, it delegates the work that requires expertise to
the curator who gets to close the active bounty. Closing the active bounty enacts a
delayed payout to the payout address and a payout of the curator fee. The delay phase
allows the council to act if any issues arise.

To minimize storage on the chain in the same way as any proposal, bounties don't contain
contextual information. When a user submits a bounty spending proposal, they will
probably need to find an off-chain way to explain the proposal (any of the available
community channels serve this purpose).
The bounty has a predetermined duration of 28 days with the possibility of being
extended by the curator. Aiming to maintain flexibility on the tasks’ curation, the curator
will be able to create sub-bounties for more granularity and allocation in the next
iteration of the mechanism.
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Referendum

Referendums are simple, inclusive, stake-based voting schemes. Each referendum has a
specific proposal associated with it that takes the form of a privileged function call in the
runtime.

Referendums are discrete events, have a fixed period where voting happens, and then are
tallied and the function call is made if the vote is approved. Referendums are always
binary; your only options in voting are "aye", "nay", or abstaining entirely.

Referenda can be started in one of several ways:
● Publicly submitted proposals;
● Proposals submitted by the council, either through a majority or unanimously;
● Proposals submitted as part of the enactment of a prior referendum;
● Emergency proposals submitted by the Technical Committee and approved by the

Council.

All referenda have an enactment delay associated with them. This is the period between
the referendum ending and, assuming the proposal was approved, the changes being
enacted. For the first two ways that a referendum is launched, this is 30 days. For the
third type, it can be set as desired.

Emergency proposals deal with major problems with the network that need to be
"fast-tracked". These will have a shorter enactment time.

Proposing a Referendum

Public Referenda

Anyone can propose a referendum by depositing the minimum amount of tokens for a
certain period (number of blocks). If someone agrees with the proposal, they may deposit
the same amount of tokens to support it - this action is called seconding. The proposal
with the highest amount of bonded support will be selected to be a referendum in the
next voting cycle.
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Note that this may be different from the absolute number of seconds; for instance, three
accounts bonding 20 MELB each would "outweigh" ten accounts bonding a single MELB
each. The bonded tokens will be released once the proposal is brought to a vote.
There can be a maximum of 10 public proposals in the proposal queue.

Council Referenda

Unanimous Council - When all members of the council agree on a proposal, it can be
moved to a referendum. This referendum will have a negative turnout bias (that
is, the smaller the amount of stake voting, the smaller the amount necessary for it to pass
- see "Adaptive Quorum Biasing").
Majority Council - When agreement from only a simple majority of council members
occurs, the referendum can also be voted upon, but it will be majority-carrying (51%
wins).
There can only be one active referendum at any given time, except when there is also an
emergency referendum in progress.

Voting Timetable

Every 10 days a new referendum will come up for a vote, assuming there is at least one
proposal in one of the queues. There is a queue for Council-approved proposals and a
queue for publicly submitted proposals. The referendum to be voted upon alternates
between the top proposal in the two queues.
The "top" proposal is determined by the amount of stake bonded behind it. If the given
queue whose turn it is to create a referendum that has no proposals (is empty), and
proposals are waiting in the other queue, the top proposal in the other queue will become
a referendum.
Multiple referendums cannot be voted upon in the same period, excluding emergency
referendums. An emergency referendum occurring at the same time as a regular
referendum (either public or council proposed) is the only time that multiple referenda
will be able to be voted on at once.
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Voting on a referendum

To vote, a voter generally must lock their tokens up for at least the enactment delay
period beyond the end of the referendum. This is to ensure that some minimal economic
buy-in to the result is needed and to dissuade vote selling.

It is possible to vote without locking at all, but your vote is worth a small fraction of a
normal vote, given your stake. At the same time, holding only a small amount of tokens
does not mean that the holder cannot influence the referendum result, thanks to
time-locking. You can read more about this at “Voluntary Locking”.

Example:

Mark:  Votes `No` with 10 MELB for a 960 days lock period =>
10 * 6 = 60 Votes

Henry: Votes `Yes` with 20 MELB for a 30 days lock period =>
20 * 1 = 20 Votes

Paula: Votes `Yes` with 15 MELB for a 60 days lock period =>
15 * 2 = 30 Votes

Even though both Henry and Paula vote with more MELB than Mark, the lock period for
both of them is less than Mark’s, leading to their voting power counting is less.

Tallying

Depending on which entity proposed the proposal and whether all council members
voted yes, there are three different scenarios. We can use the following table for
reference.

Entity Metric

Public Positive turnout bias (supermajority
approve)

Council (Complete agreement) Negative turnout bias (supermajority
against)

Council (Majority agreement) Simple majority
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Also, we need the following information and apply one of the formulas listed below to
calculate the voting result. For example, let's use the public proposal as an example, so
the “supermajority approve” formula will be applied. There is no strict quorum, but the
supermajority required increases with a lower turnout.

approve - the number of aye votes
against - the number of nay votes
turnout - the total number of voting tokens (does not include conviction)
electorate - the total number of MELB tokens issued in the network

Supermajority approve

A positive turnout bias, whereby a heavy supermajority of aye votes is required to carry at
low turnouts, but as turnout increases towards 100%, it becomes a simple
majority-carries as below.

Super-Majority Against

A negative turnout bias, whereby a heavy supermajority of nay votes is required to reject
at low turnouts, but as turnout increases towards 100%, it becomes a simple
majority-carries as below.

Simple-Majority

Majority-carries, a simple comparison of votes; if there are more aye votes than nay, then
the proposal is carried, no matter how much stake votes on the proposal.
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Example:
Assume:
- We only have 1_500 MELB tokens in total.
- Public proposal

John  - 500 MELB
Peter - 100 MELB
Lilly - 150 MELB
JJ    - 150 MELB
Ken   - 600 MELB

John: Votes `Yes` for a 30 days lock period  => 500 * 1 = 500 Votes
Peter: Votes `Yes` for a 30 days lock period => 100 * 1 = 100 Votes
JJ: Votes `No` for a 120 days lock period => 150 * 3 = 450 Votes

approve = 600
against = 450
turnout = 750
electorate = 1500

Since the above example is a public referendum, “supermajority approve” would be used
to calculate the result. “Supermajority approve” requires more aye votes to pass the
referendum when turnout is low, therefore, based on the above result, the referendum
will be rejected. In addition, only the winning voter's tokens are locked. If the voters on
the losing side of the referendum believe that the outcome will have negative effects,
their tokens are transferable so they will not be locked into the decision. Moreover,
winning proposals are autonomously enacted only after some enactment period.
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Voluntary Locking

The Beats chain utilizes an idea called Voluntary Locking that allows token holders to
increase their voting power by declaring how long they are willing to lock up their tokens,
hence, the number of votes for each token holder will be calculated by the following
formula:
votes = tokens * conviction_multiplier

The conviction multiplier increases the vote multiplier by one every time the number of
lock periods doubles.

Lock Periods Vote Multiplier

0 0.1

1 1

2 2

4 3

8 4

16 5

32 6

The maximum number of "doublings" of the lock period is set to 6 (and thus 32 lock
periods in total), and one lock period equals 30 days. Only doublings are allowed; you
cannot lock for, say, 24 periods and increase your conviction by 5.5, for instance.
While a token is locked, you can still use it for voting and staking; you are only prohibited
from transferring these tokens to another account.
Votes are still "counted" at the same time (at the end of the voting period), no matter how
long the tokens are locked.
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Adaptive Quorum Biasing

The beats chain introduces a concept, "Adaptive Quorum Biasing", which functions as a
lever that the council can use to alter the effective supermajority required to make it
easier or more difficult for a proposal to pass in the case that there is no clear majority of
voting power backing it or against it.

Let's use the above image as an example.
If a publicly submitted referendum only has a 25% turnout, the tally of "aye" votes has to
reach 66% for it to pass since we applied Positive Turnout Bias.

In contrast, when it has a 75% turnout, the tally of "aye" votes has to reach 54%, which
means that the supermajority required decreases as the turnout increases.
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When the council proposes a new proposal through unanimous consent, the referendum
would be put to a vote using "Negative Turnout Bias". In this case, it is easier to pass this
proposal with a low turnout and requires a supermajority to reject. As more token holders
participate in voting, the bias approaches a plain majority.

Referring to the above image, when a referendum only has a 25% turnout, the tally of
"aye" votes has to reach 34% for it to pass. In short, when the turnout rate is low, a
supermajority is required to reject the proposal, which means a lower threshold of "aye"
votes have to be reached, but as turnout increases towards 100%, it becomes a simple
majority.
All three tallying mechanisms - majority carries, super-majority approve, and
supermajority against - equate to a simple majority-carries system at 100% turnout.
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Treasury

The Treasury is a pot of funds collected through transaction fees, slashing, staking
inefficiencies, etc. The funds held in the Treasury can be spent by making a spending
proposal that, if approved by the Council, will enter a waiting period before distribution.
This waiting period is known as the budget period, and its duration is subject to
governance, with the current default set to 24 days. The Treasury attempts to spend as
many proposals in the queue as it can without running out of funds.

If the Treasury ends a budget period without spending all of its funds, it suffers a burn of
25% of its funds, thereby causing deflationary pressure.

When a stakeholder wishes to propose a spend from the Treasury, they must reserve a
deposit of at least 10% of the proposed spend or if the proposed spend is less than 5000
MELB the required deposit will be 500 MELB. This deposit will be slashed if the proposal
is rejected, and returned if it is accepted.

Proposals may consist of (but are not limited to):
● Infrastructure deployment and continued operation.
● Network security operations (monitoring services, continuous auditing).
● Ecosystem provisions (collaborations with friendly chains).
● Marketing activities (advertising, paid features, collaborations).
● Community events and outreach (meetups, pizza parties, hackerspaces).
● Software development (wallets and wallet integration, clients and client

upgrades).

The Treasury is ultimately controlled by the Council, and how the funds will be spent is
up to their judgment.
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Disclaimer

This document will change through the course of the Melodity™ token sale and throughout the course of the Do Ecosystem
development. DO Inc. reserves the right to change any information contained within this document at any time, without warning or
further communication. The latest version should always be available at http://www.melodity..org. Please check for the latest version
before making any decisions that may be impacted by the information. This is a business, product and high-level white paper setting
out the current and future developments of the Melodity™ Platform and Melodity™ ecosystem by DO Inc.

This paper is for information purposes only and is not a statement of future intent. Unless expressly specified otherwise, the products
and innovations set out in this paper are currently under development and are not currently in deployment. DO Inc. makes no
warranties or representations as to the successful development or implementation of such technologies and innovations, or
achievement of any other activities noted in the paper, and disclaims any warranties implied by law or otherwise, to the extent
permitted by law. No person is entitled to rely on the contents of this paper or any inferences drawn from it, including in relation to any
interactions with Melodity™ or the technologies mentioned in this paper.

DO Inc. disclaims all liability for any loss or damage of whatsoever kind (whether foreseeable or not) which may arise from any person
acting on any information and opinions relating to Melodity™, the Melodity™ Platform or the Melodity™ Ecosystem contained in this
paper or any information which is made available in connection with any further enquiries, notwithstanding any negligence, default or
lack of care. MELD tokens should not be bought with the intention of short-term speculative investment. They should be bought
because the buyer believes in the Melodity™ plans and a better way for the music industry to operate into the future. MELD tokens do
not represent equity entitlement in either the Do Ecosystem platforms or DO Inc.

The information contained in this publication is derived from data obtained from sources believed by DO Inc. to be reliable and is given
in good faith, but no warranties or guarantees, representations are made with regard to the accuracy, completeness or suitability of the
information presented. It should not be relied upon, and shall not confer rights or remedies upon, you or any of your employees,
creditors, holders of securities or other equity holders or any other person. Any opinions expressed reflect the current judgment of the
authors of this paper and do not necessarily represent the opinion of DO Inc. The opinions reflected herein may change without notice.
DO Inc. does not have an obligation to amend, modify or update this paper or to otherwise notify a reader or recipient thereof in the
event that any matter stated herein, or any opinion, projection, forecast or estimate set forth herein, changes or subsequently becomes
inaccurate.

DO Inc., its directors, employees, contractors and representatives do not have any responsibility or liability to any person or recipient
(whether by reason of negligence, negligent misstatement or otherwise) arising from any statement, opinion or information, expressed
or implied, arising out of, contained in or derived from or omission from this paper. Neither DO Inc. nor its advisors has independently
verified any of the information, including the forecasts, prospects and projections contained in this paper. Whilst every effort is made to
ensure that statements of facts made in this paper are accurate, all estimates, projections, forecasts, prospects, expressions of opinion
and other subjective judgments contained in this paper are based on assumptions considered to be reasonable as of the date of the
document in which they are contained and must not be construed as a representation that the matters referred to therein will occur.
Any plans, projections or forecasts mentioned in this paper may not be achieved due to multiple risk factors including without
limitation defects in technology developments, legal or regulatory exposure, market volatility, sector volatility, corporate actions, or the
unavailability of complete and accurate information. DO Inc. may provide hyperlinks to websites of entities mentioned in this paper,
however the inclusion of a link does not imply that DO Inc. endorses, recommends or approves any material on the linked page or
accessible from it. Such linked websites are accessed entirely at your own risk. DO Inc. does not accept responsibility whatsoever for
any such material, nor for consequences of its use.

This paper is not directed to, or intended for distribution to or use by, any person or entity who is a citizen or resident of or located in
any state, country or other jurisdiction where such distribution, publication, availability or use would be contrary to law or regulation.
This paper is only available on melodity.org and may not be redistributed, reproduced or passed on to any other person or published, in
part or in whole, for any purpose, without the prior, written consent of DO Inc. The manner of distributing this paper may be restricted
by law or regulation in certain countries. Persons into whose possession this paper may come are required to inform themselves about
and to observe such restrictions. By accessing this paper, a recipient hereof agrees to be bound by the foregoing limitations.
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